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1. Introduction. Let ® be a countable group and L2(@) the Hubert space

of those complex-valued functions/(G) on @ for which

(1.1) ||/||2= £|/(G)|2< oo.

We wish to study the left-regular representation T—>R(T) of the group @;

that is, with every element T of © we associate the unitary operator

(1.2) R(T):f(G)-^f(T-iG)

defined for all /(G)£Z,2(@). Let W be the smallest self-adjoint algebra of

bounded linear operators on L2(@) which is closed in the weak topology for

operators (that is, a ring of operators in the sense of [l]0)) and contains the

operator R(G) for all G£@. Let us denote by Z the center of W, that is,

the set of those elements of W which commute with every element of W. In

accordance with Theorem VII of [5] we can perform the "central decom-

position" of L2(®) under W. We obtain a generalized direct sum (=direct

integral) decomposition (as defined in [5])

(1.3) L2(&) =   f §,
Je

of L2((&) into Hubert- (or finite-dimensional) spaces ¡Qt over the complex

numbers. To every element/ of L2(®) corresponds a vector-valued function

/(/) which is measurable in a certain sense (cf.  [5]) and for any given t the

value f(t) is an element of the space !ç>t.

We shall denote this by

(1.4) /-/«•

To define such a direct integral, the set of points t must form a measure space.

Since we are dealing only with separable spaces ¡Qt and L2(@) in the present

paper, we can assume (following [5]) that / varies over the real line and

that the measure is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure given by a nondecreasing

semi-continuous real-valued function s(t) satisfying JtZds(t) = 1 (cf. part I of

[5] for more details).

The particular direct integral (1.3) which we wish to study is character-
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ized by the condition that the ring Z " belongs" to it in the sense of Theorem

IV of [5J. This means that the elements Cof Zare exactly those operators on

Z2(@)   for which  there  exists   a  complex-valued   5-measurable   essentially

bounded function c(t) such that

(1.5)       C/=/'inZ2(@) if and only if c(t)f(t) =/'(/) in s-almost every §¡, where

f~/(í)and/'~/'(¿).
Roughly speaking, this means that the elements of Z are exactly those

bounded operators on L2(@) which decompose into scalar multiples c(t)It of

the identity operator It of §< for almost every t.

Such central decompositions have been studied for arbitrary rings of

operators in separable Hubert space by von Neumann in part IV of [5] and

it has been proved there (cf. [5, Theorem VII]) that the ring W then decom-

poses into essentially unique rings of operators W(t) such that W(t) is for a.e.

t & factor in the space §( in the sense of [lj.

The case where W is the above "group-ring" generated by the operators

R(G) of the regular representation has been studied in Chapter 2 of [7] and

also in [8] and [9]. And it has been seen there that some of the most im-

portant properties of the unitary representations which one obtains from the

above f@, such as the nature of the generalized Peter-Weyl-Fourier inversion

formula, also the uniqueness of the irreducible constituent representations,

depend on the following problem : What are the kinds of algebras W(t) ? More

precisely: To what type do the factors W(t) belong in the sense of the classi-

fication of [l]?

In the present paper we shall solve this problem in the case where ® is a

restricted direct product of countably many finite groups gi, g2, • • • , g„, • • • .

By this we mean that ® is the subgroup of those elements

(1-6) G   =   (gh  gi,  ■   ■   ■   , gn,   ■   ■  ■   ), g„E  ß».

of the direct product of the groups gn, for which

(1.7) gn = in for all but a finite number of n

where \n is the identity element of g„.

It is known (cf. part IV of [5] or Theorem 2.3 of [7]) that almost all the

W(t) which one obtains in the above manner from the regular representation

of a countable discrete group are factors of type Ir (r < <x> ) or IL in the sense

of [l]. It is easy to see that whenever all but a finite number of the groups

g„ are commutative, then almost all the factors W(t) obtained from the

regular representation of the restricted direct product ® of the groups g„ are

of type L (r < c0), that is almost every W(t) is a finite-dimensional simple

algebra over the complex numbers. For in this case © is clearly the direct

product of a commutative and a finite group.

The remaining case is taken care of by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let @ be the restricted direct product of countably many finite
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groups g„. If infinitely many of the g„ are noncommutative, then almost all the

algebras W(t) which one obtains from the central decomposition of the regular

representation of @ in the above manner are factors of type Hi in the sense of [l ].

We shall prove this theorem in §§2-6. In §7 we consider a consequence

of the results obtained, which can be described roughly by the statement

that for a restricted direct product of finite groups almost every character

occurs in the central decomposition of the regular representation (in fact with

multiplicity one). Compare Theorem 2 for the precise formulation.

Theorem 1 together with the results of [9] strengthens our belief in the

conjecture that the regular representation of "most" discrete groups gives

rise to factors of class Hi (except possibly one a set of measure zero). Thus for

discrete groups the central decomposition of the regular representation seems

to behave quite differently from that of Lie groups (cf. [8] especially Theorem

6). We intend to discuss this point and various consequences and related

questions in a later publication.

Another conjecture in this connection is the following: If a locally com-

pact group has at least one continuous infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary

representation, then L2(®) decomposes under the operators R(G) into infinite-

dimensional irreducible spaces almost everywhere(2). The results of [9] and

the methods of the present paper seem to make this problem accessible for

discrete groups.

Our present knowledge of unitary representations together with Theorem

1 above and [9] would tempt one to make the following further conjecture:

Almost all the factors W(t) which one obtains from the central decomposition

of the regular representation of a (separable unimodular) locally compact

group are of the same class in the sense of the classification of factors given

in [l]. For countable discrete groups these last two conjectures can be

shown to be equivalent, but for nondiscrete groups neither seems to imply

the other easily.

Something should be said about the relation of Theorem 1 above with

von Neumann's theory of almost periodic functions on an arbitrary group

[14]. It is easily shown that a (restricted) direct product of finite groups has

a separating system of finite-dimensional (irreducible) unitary representa-

tions. On the other hand it can be proved that Theorem 1 implies that almost

all the irreducible representations which one obtains from any decomposition

of L2(&) into irreducible representation-spaces (under the operators R(G))

must be infinite-dimensional. Thus if we combine this with the observation

made at the end of §2 of Chapter 2 of [8], we see that there is a very large

(2) Added in proof. I. Kaplansky has informed me that there exists an example of an

infinite discrete group due to B. H. Neumann and I. Kaplansky whose weakly closed group

algebra is the direct sum of a commutative ideal and a factor of type Hi. Therefore this and the

next conjecture are not true in the generality stated here. Nevertheless there seems to be a

large class of locally compact groups for which they are true.
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class of maximally almost periodic groups whose regular representations de-

compose into infinite-dimensional irreducible representations (almost every-

where) ; in fact this shows that the class of such groups is much larger than

Chapter 2 of [8] alone would allow one to conclude.

2. Characters. Let g—>u(g) be an irreducible (unitary) representation of

a finite group ß in a vector space of dimension d over the complex numbers.

We shall call the function

(2.1) x(g) = (\/d) trace u(g)

a character of ß.

This differs from the usual definition by the factor 1/d, but the normaliza-

tion x(l) = 1 will be needed in the following. On the (finite) set of characters

of g we introduce a measure ¡x by defining the measure n((x)) of the set (x)

consisting of one character x to be

(2.2) „((*)) = d2/ \ 9 |

where |g| is the order of g.

Now consider again the above finite groups gi, g2, • • • and let £„ be the

set of characters of g„. Denote by ï the Cartesian product of the sets ï„

and introduce in ï the product measure M of the measures /¿„ in Hn. Let 5„

be an arbitrary subset of ï„ and let 5 be the Cartesian product of the sets 5„.

If 5„ = ïn for all but a finite number of n, then we call 5 a rectangle and put

(2.3) M(S) = Ij>n(5„).
n

Note that pnC£n) = 1 for all n = 1, 2, • • -, because for any finite group g it is

well known that Z* a%= I ß|> where Z* denotes the sum over all characters

x of g. Therefore

M(£) = 1.

According to [il] M has a unique extension to a countably additive non-

negative set function defined for all sets in the countably additive (3) Boolean

algebra 33o generated by the "rectangles" 5; we denote this extension again

by M. We complete 33o to the Boolean algebra 33'(X), by requiring in the usual

manner that YÇZY'QX, F'£330, and M(Y')=0 shall imply F£33'(ï). We
shall call the elements of 33'(X) the mesurable subsets of X.

Given any sequence Xi, x2, • ■ ■ of characters of Jji, g2, • • • respectively we

can define a function X(G) on ® by

(2.4) X(G) = f[xn(gn)
n=l

where G = (gi, g2, ■ • ■ ) and g„£g„- Note that xn(in) = l by definition and

(') Usually called a <r-Boolean algebra.
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gn = ln for all but a finite number of n, therefore X(G) is well defined and

finite for each GG®. If X'(G) = H> *» («») and X'(G) = X(G) for all GG®,
then clearly *» (g„) =x„(gn) for all « and all g„£9„. Thus the functions X(G)

are in one-one correspondence with the elements X of the product space H.

We shall use this one-one correspondence to identify the elements X of 96

and the functions X(G) defined by (2.4).

3. Certain algebras of class functions. To each element A of the operator

algebra ^corresponds a function a(g)£L2(®) such that

(3.1) (Af)(G) =  £ a(GH-i)f(H)

for all/GZ^®) (cf. [4, Lemma 5.3.2]); moreover A is in the center Z of W

if and only if a(G) is a class function: a(GG') =a(G'G). Let Z° be the subset

of those elements C of Z for which the corresponding function c(G) vanishes

outside a finite subset of @. Whenever CGZ" we can define(4)

(3.2) i(X) = £ c(G)X(G).
o

There exists an integer k such that c(G)=0 for GGöiX • • • Xg*. Therefore

□0

KX)   -      £      C(gi, fj, • • • , gk)xi(gl)  ■  ■  •   Xk(gk) II   *n(ln)

where c(gi, g2, ■ • ■ , g&) is the restriction of c(G) to giX • • • Xg^. Therefore

c(X) considered as a function c(xi, x2, ■ • ■ ) of the variables X\, x2, ■ • • de-

pends on the first k variables only:

(3.3) t(X)  =  e(xU • ■ ■  , xk)  =    £    C(gi, ■ ■ ■  , gk)Xi(gi)  ■ ■ ■  x„(gn).

Hence c(X) is a measurable function of X.

Also, since c(gi, • • • , gk) is obviously a class function on the finite (normal)

subgroup fliX • • ■ Xgt of ®, the well known theory of characters of finite

groups tells us immediately that the mapping c(G)—>ê(X) is one-one, in fact

that

(3.4) £|c(G)|2=   f  \ê(X)\2dX
o Jï

where dX refers to the measure M defined in §2. Indeed since c(X) depends

only on Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk we have

f | c(X) \2dX =     £       I t(xi, ■■■ ,xk) |Vi(*t) • • • ***(**),

which is well known to be equal to £ | c(G) \2, where the sum is taken over

(4) x denotes the complex conjugate of x throughout.
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all GG&m, as required. Here &(k) denotes giX • ■ • Xg*.

Now let Ci(G) be any other class function on ® with Ci(G) =0 for G£@w.

Then

c2(G) = (c*Cl)(G) =  Z  c(GH-i)Cl(H) =     Z    c(GH-l)a(H).

Hence according to well known properties of the characters of finite groups

we obtain

(3.5) ti(X) = c(X)c1(X).

Let C\ be that element of Z°CZ to which the function C\(G) corresponds in

the sense of equation (3.1). It is easily seen that the function corresponding to

the operator CC\ is then the above convolution (c*c1)(G). Since the map-

ping C—^c(X) is obviously linear we have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The mapping C-^-ê(X) defined by equations (3.1) and (3.2) is

an isomorphism of the operator algebra Z° into the algebra of bounded measur-

able functions of X.

Suppose c'-i)(G) is a class function on @ vanishing outside the subgroup

gy. Then cu)(X) depends on Xy only, and as cu)(G) varies over all such class

functions, ô(i'>(X) varies over all functions depending on Xy only. From this it

follows easily that as C varies over Z°, the corresponding functions c(X) vary

over a dense subset of the space Li(H) of all measurable functions <b(X) of X

satisfying /| <b(X) \ 2dX < °o. Since c(G) obviously varies over a dense subset

of the space L2(E) of square summable class functions on ©, we have the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. The above mapping c(G)—>c(X) is an isometry between dense

subsets of the Hubert spaces L2(E) and i2(ï). It has therefore a unique extension

to a unitary mapping from L2(E) onto L2(3£).

We denote the image of any class function c(G) with Z<? |c(G)| 2< °°

under this unitary mapping again by ê(X) and have

(3.7) c(X) = l.i.m. Z  c(G)X(G).
gE©

It is easily seen (cf. for instance p. 790 of [4]) that whenever C£IF, the

corresponding function c(G) satisfies ZI c(ß) \ 2< » , therefore (3.6) defines

in particular a linear mapping of Z into L2(T). Moreover it is readily verified

that equation (3.5) remains true for arbitrary Ci(G)£L2(6) and almost all

X£ï whenever c(G) is such that CÇ.Z.

Let us now consider the idempotents JS£Z:£2 = £ whence E = E* is the

adjoint of E. They form a countably additive Boolean algebra 33(Z). The

corresponding ê(X) is then the characteristic function of some measurable

subset (§ of Ï:
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("I    for    I6Ê,
ê(X) = \

10    for    Jf$6,

where Gs is uniquely determined up to an arbitrary set of Af-measure zero.

The above implies now immediately that the mapping

(3.7) £-*<£

is an isomorphism of the Boolean algebra 33 (Z) into the Boolean quotient

algebra 33' of all measurable subsets of 3E modulo sets of Af-measure zero.

Let S be an arbitrary measurable subset of ï and r¡(x) its characteristic func-

tion. Since M(X)=1 we have J\ r¡(X) 12dX < co . Therefore there exists by

Lemma 3.2 a class function c(G)GL2(®) with r¡(X)=c(X), and r)(X)2 = r)(X)

implies (c *c)(G)=c(G). This proves that the isomorphism (3.7) is onto 33'.

We now show that it is countably additive. Let Ei, E2, • ■ • be a sequence of

pairwise orthogonal idempotents in Z and £r™=1 Er = E. Then the corre-

sponding functions on © satisfy ||e —er||2 = £<? \e(G)—eT(G)\2—»0 as r—*=°.

The corresponding elements @r of S3' are pairwise disjoint. Denote by GÜ'

their union: d' — U^L^r. If rj'(X) is the characteristic function of (§.' we have

f Lx) - £er(z)
J    I r=l

dX -> 0 as 2V -» »,

since the measure M is countably additive. Hence Lemma 3.2 implies r¡'(X)

= ê(X) a.e., that is, Ur@r is the image of £r-Er under (3.7) as desired.

We have therefore proved the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. The mapping (3.7), that is, equation (3.6), defines a countably

additive^) isomorphism of the Boolean algebra 33(Z) of idempotents in Z onto

the Boolean quotient algebra 33 (Ï) of the algebra of all measurable subsets of ï

modulo the ideal of sets of M-measure zero.

Moreover if E is any idempotent element of Z, e(G) the corresponding function

in jL2(®), and @ the image of E in 33' under (3.7), then

(3.8) e(i) = £|e(G)|2 = M(@).
G

4. The central decomposition. Let us now consider the central decom-

position of the regular representation of ©, as described in §1 in more de-

tail. Define an operator E\ on L2(@) by

(f(t)  for ¿ ^ X,
(4.1) £x/ = /' with /'«= rw-    <s^

(.0      for / > X.

The E\ form a spectral family called in [5] the resolution of the identity belong-

ing to the given /®. We can now restate Theorem III of [5]: The countably

(6) That is, a ¡r-isomorphism in the usual terminology.
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additive Boolean algebra generated by the operators E\ is cr-isomorphic to

the Boolean algebra 33(s). By 33(s) we denote the Boolean quotient algebra

of the algebra of all s-measurable subsets of the real line (in the sense of the

Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure determined by the function s(t) introduced in §1)

modulo the ideal of sets of s-measure zero. On the other hand the definition

of the ring belonging to a direct integral as given in §11 of [5] implies easily

that the <r-Boolean algebra generated by the E\ is the Boolean algebra 33(Z)

of all idempotent elements E of Z.

Lemma 4.1. The Boolean quotient algebra 33(s) of all s-measurable subsets of

the real line modulo the ideal of sets of s-measure zero is a-isomorphic to the Boo-

lean algebra 33 (Z) of all idempotent elements of Z.

Moreover if we denote this isomorphism by J then the function s(t) can be

assumed to be such that for every E£33(Z) we have(6)

(4.2) Lebesgue-Stieltjes-s-measure of J(E) =e(l)

where e(G) is the function corresponding to E in the sense of equation (3.1).

Proof. The existence of the isomorphism J has been deduced from the

results of [5]. That the function s(t) can be chosen such that equation (4.2)

becomes true has been proved in [7, p. 21].

If we combine Lemma 4.1 with Lemma 3.3 we obtain at once the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let us denote again by 33(ï) the Boolean algebra of all measurable

subsets of the product space % modulo the sets of M-measure zero, then the com-

position of the isomorphisms (3.7) and J is a measure-preserving o-isomorphism

between 33 (ï) and 33 (s).

The direct integral (1.3) is such that every operator R(G) defined by (1.2)

decomposes, that is, there exists for each G£® an operator-valued function

U(G, t) measurable in t (in the sense of [5]) such that

(R(G)f)(t) = U(G, t)f(t) for a.a. t.

Since @ is countable, it is obvious that after a possible change on a /-set of

5-measure zero the mapping G—J>U(G, t) is a unitary representation of © for

every t. After another possible change on a null set, the ring W(t) is generated

by the operators U(G, t) and W(t) is a factor of finite type (cf. Theorem IX

of [5] and Theorem 2.4 of [7]). There exists then a relative trace Tr( on

W(t) (cf.  [l]) which can be normalized such that

Tr,(/() = 1.

We define

(6) We shall assume from now until the last but one section of §6 that our s-measure is so

chosen as to satisfy (4.2).
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(4.3) Xt(G) = Trt(U(G,t)).

If c(G) is any class function on G vanishing outside some finite subset of ®,

then the operator

Zc(G)U(G,t)
a

is easily seen to commute with all elements of W(t), that is, is in the center

of W(t), which consists of the scalar multiples of It. Therefore

(4.4) £ c(G)U(G, t) = c«)J«.
o

It is clear that c(t) coincides for a.a. t with the function c(t) defined by equa-

tion (1.5). However c(/) is uniquely defined for all t and it follows at once that

the mapping

(4.5) C-*c(fl

is for each / a homomorphism of Z° to the complex numbers.

Let us denote by xt,n(gn) the restriction of Xt(G) to the subgroup g„.

Let Z„ be the algebra of class functions on gn (with convolution as multiplica-

tion), that is, Z„ is the center of the group algebra of g„. The restriction of

the homomorphism C—>c(t) to Zn is defined by the function xt,n(gn)'-

£  c(gn)xt,n(gn) = c(t)It.

It is a well known fact about finite groups that this equation implies that

Xt.n(gn) is a character of gn as defined in §2. (Note that our normalization

Trí(/¡) = 1 implies that the normalization expressed by equation (2.1) is

satisfied: xt¡n(ín) = í.) Now put

oo

XI (G)   =   RxUgn)
n-1

for G = (gi, g2, ■ ■ ■). Then

£ c(G)X; (G) = c'(t)h
a

defines for every / also a homomorphism C—>c'(t) of Z° to the complex num-

bers. Clearly X[ (gn) —Xt(gn) for every g»Ggn and all n. Hence whenever c(G)

vanishes outside some one gre we have c(t) =c'(t) for all t. But since ® is the

restricted direct product of the normal subgroups gn, it is clear that Z° is the

algebra generated by its subalgebras Z„. Therefore the two homomorphisms

C^>c(t) and C^c'(t) coincide for all CEZ°. Hence XI (G) =X,(G) for all G<=®

and all t, therefore we have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let Z2(®) =/© §¡ be the central decomposition of the regular rep-
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resentation of ®. Then there exists for almost every real t and every integer n

a character xt,„(gn) of the group g„ such that

00

(4.6) Xt(G) = Tr((i/(G, <)) = II *•.»(*») f" o.a. t
n=l

where G = (gu g2, ■ ■ ■ ).

We make the usual definition.

Definition. A character x(g) of a finite group g is called linear if it is a

homomorphism of ß. That is, the linear characters are the (traces of the) one-

dimensional representations of g over the complex numbers.

We shall now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. After a possible omission of a t-set of measure zero, !q¡ is finite-

dimensional if and only if xt,n(g„) is for this t a linear character of g„ for all buta

finite number of n.

Proof. Put

il,       G = 1,
h(G) = \

l0,       G * 1.

Consider/1 as an element of Z,2(®) ; then under the given f($iQt there corre-

sponds to /1 a vector-valued function fi(t) determined for a.a /. It has been

shown in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [7] that there exists a

t-set 91 of s-measure zero such that(7)

(4.7) Ttt(A)-(AU(t),Mt))

for all AÇ.W(t) and all /£9Î; moreover 9Í is independent of A.

Now put

N

*i      (G)   =   II Xt.n(gn)
n=l

for G = g!g2 ■ • ■ gtf (f„G0n), that is, G£ßiX • • ■ Xß.v = @(iV). It is clear that

x(tm is a character of ®(JV).

Let us now apply U(G, t) tofi(t) for all G£®(JV) and denote the closure in

§< of the finite linear combinations of the vectors U(G, t)fi(t) (G£®(JV)) by

¡q[n\ Given any positive definite function <b(G) on an arbitrary group (that

is, a function satisfying Z/.* "^(GyG^^ZyZi^O for any finite number of group

elements G\, G2, • ■ • and arbitrary complex numbers Zi, Z2, • • • ), then there

exists, according to Gelfand and Raikov [12], a unitary representation U(G)

(uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence) of this group, and a gen-

erating vector v in the representation space such that

(7) By ( , ) we denote the inner product in any Hubert- (or finite-dimensional) space.
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*(G) - (U(G)v, v).

Equation (4.7) implies immediately that x¡ír)(G) is a positive definite function

on ®(JV). Hence the unitary representation of ®(A0 induced in the space

^),(JV) is determined by the positive definite function x, (G) with fi(t) as gen-

erating vector, in the above sense of Gelfand and Raikov. On the other hand

x,(Ar,(G) is a character of the finite group ®(JV), therefore there exists an ir-

reducible representation of @(JV) of a certain dimension ¿(JV) such that equa-

tion (2.1) is satisfied by x[N)(G). Also it is easily seen that

d<w) = did,-

where dn is the dimension of the irreducible representation of g„ which defines

the character xt,n of g„ by means of equation (2.1).

Since x¿N)(G) is a character of &(N), the construction of Gelfand and Raikov

(12) leads to a representation of dimension (¿()V))2. Thus

(N) (N)   2 2   2 2
(4.8) dimf>¡     = (d     )   = did2 ■ ■ ■ dN.

On the other hand it is obvious that

_ (1)  _    _(2)   _

§f   Ç§<   Q • • •

and £at §,W) is a dense linear subspace of §(. Hence

(N ) (N )   2
dim §¡ = lim dim £>¡      =   lim  (d    ) .

JV^« iV-*«o

Hence if d„>l for infinitely many n, then limjv_M dw = go, since ¿„^1 for

all n by definition of dn. Thus we have proved that (after possible omission

of a suitable /-set of measure zero) §t is infinite-dimensional if for this / the

character xt,n(gn) of g„ is nonlinear for infinitely many n.

To prove the converse we have to assume that, for a given value of /, dn = 1

for all n except «i, n2, • ■ ■ , n, say, r < <x>. But under these conditions equation

(4.8) implies

dim }Qt     S ¿nirf„2.dnr

for this value of t («i, ■ • • ,nr depend of course on t but we need not indi-

cate this dependence). Therefore for this t the spaces £>,(JV) are all equal for

N>(dni.dnr)2. Hence

dim §¡ ;£ (dnid„2.d„r)2 for this /,

provided / is outside of a certain set of measure zero. This completes the proof

of Lemma 4.4.

We shall also want the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. The algebra W(l) is a factor of class llifor s-almost those t for
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which dim §¡= ».

Proof. This has already been proved at the end of [9]. For the sake of

completeness, we outline the easy argument: As has been pointed out, it fol-

lows easily from the results of part I of [5] that the transforms of fi(t) under

the elements of W(t) are dense in §t for a.e. /. Hence for any A £ W(t) the

mapping A—>Afi(t) is a linear mapping of W(t) to a dense linear subspace of

§í for a.a. t. Therefore if W(t) were of finite order over the field of complex

numbers, dim ¿p¡ would have to be finite too. Hence W(t) is of infinite order

over the field of complex numbers. Therefore it must be a factor of IL for

any such t, because it is known (cf. §22 of [5] or Theorem 2.4 of [7]) that

factors of class IL are the only factors of infinite order which can occur in the

central decomposition of the regular representation of a countable discrete

group (except possibly on a set of measure zero).

5. Relation between the two measures. We have seen in §4 that after a

change of the spaces ¡Qt (and the operators acting in §() on a /-set of s-meas-

ure zero the function Xt(G) =Tr(( t/(G, t)) is of the form

Xt(G) = f[ *«..(!.)
n=l

where xt,n(gn) is a character of the finite group an. We assume from now on

that this change has been made. Then we have a single-valued mapping £

(5.1) $:    l^Xt

defined for all t > — oo, < + oo with values in the product space £. The map-

ping £ induces a mapping £* of the space of all complex-valued functions of

X into the space of complex-valued functions of /; the mapping £* is defined

by

(5.2) (S*i)(t) = MXt).

Now let y(X) be an element of L2(1i). Then there exists according to §3 a

class function c(G) on © such that y(X) =S(X) for a.a. X, that is,

y(X) = l.i.m. Z c(G)X(G) for a. a. X.
a

Denote by L^X) the subspace of those yÇ:L2(T) for which c(G) vanishes out-

side some finite subset of ®. After a change of y(X) on an X-set of ikT-measure

zero we have

7(1) = Z c(G)X(G) for all X £ Ï
a

whenever y^L°(T) with the Zö now finite. Clearly

(5.3) tt*7)(0 = Z<G)Xt(G).
o
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On the other hand, we have seen in §4 that

c(t) = £ c(G)Xt(G) for a.a. t
o

and that

,+x

£|c(G)|2=   f      \c(t)\2ds(t);

therefore

cW = (S*7)W for a.a. I

and equation (3.4) together with Lemma 3.2 imply

(5.4) j \y(X)\2dX = j | («*y)(0 2ds(t)

not only for y(X)EL02(X), but for any y(X)EL2(X) and

(5.5) ({*7) (<) - l.i.m. £ c(G)X~t(G) for a.a. i.
G

Hence, in particular, (¿*7)(¿) is an s-measurable function of /.

Now let F be any measurable subset of 36 and r\(X) its characteristic func-

tion. Since M(T) = 1,

f r,(X)dX =   f | r¡(X) \2dX < oo.

Therefore (%*ri)(t) is an s-measurable function of / and

J (en)(t)ds(t) = J | (£*„)(/) |2á5(¿) = j | „pO |2áX = Jv(X)dX.

On the other hand, (£*t?)(0 is obviously the characteristic function of the

set £~x(^)- Hence ¿_1(F) is an 5-measurable set and

(5.6) s-measure of £~l(Y) = M(Y).

6. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote by S the set of

those X(G) = YL„ xn(g„) for which x„(g„) is a linear character of g„ for all but a

finite number of n.

We shall now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. If infinitely many of the groups g„ are noncommutative, then

(6.1) M(S) = 0,

where M denotes the product measure defined in §2.
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Proof. We denote by ï„' the set of linear characters of the finite group g„.

Let [g„, g„] be the commutator subgroup of g„ and g„' the factor group

(6.2) fln'
[fin,  fln]

Then gn' is a finite commutative group, and the characters of g„' are exactly

the linear characters of g„. Since the degree of a linear character is one (by

definition), we have by definition of the measure ßn (cf. equation (2.2))

(6.3) ßn(x:) =~r,

where | g„' | is the order of g„', and |g„| is the order of g„, because a finite

commutative group has as many characters (over the complex numbers) as

it has elements.

Let now E* be the set of those X£ï whose nth components xn are ele-

ments of Un for all n>k. Clearly

00

E=UEt

and

oo

(6.4) S* « ïi X    • • X ** X   II    ï»
fc=n+l

where X and H denote Cartesian products.

If g„ is not commutative then we have obviously

Iß« | Û | 0.1/2;

hence ju„(ï„') ^1/2. Therefore if infinitely many of the groups ß„ are non-

commutative, then equation (6.4) shows that

M(H*) = 0.

Hence M(2) =0 in this case. This proves Lemma 6.1.

Let us now denote by <£ the set of those / for which dim ¡Qt < ». By

Lemma 4.4 we have /£<£' if and only if Xi£2 where <3?' is a suitable set dif-

fering from 3> by a set of s-measure zero. Thus

(6.5) ¿TKH) = *'•

Hence if we now combine equations (5.6) and (6.5) with Lemma 6.1, we see

at once that the s-measure of the set $ of those t for which dim §, < oo is zero.

But according to Lemma 4.5, <£ differs from the set of those ¿ for which W(t)

is not a factor of type IL by a set of 5-measure zero. Therefore we have
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proved that whenever infinitely many of the groups fl„ are noncommutative,

then almost all the rings W(t) are factors of type IL. This completes the

proof of Theorem 1 in the case where the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure defined

by the function s(t) satisfies equation (4.2).

Suppose that we are now given an arbitrary direct integral which belongs

to the ring Z (= center of W) in the sense of [5, p. 432]. According to

Theorem IV of [5] any such direct integral must, because of our Lemma 4.1,

be equivalent (in the sense of [5, Definition 3]) to the direct integral (1.3)

for which the s-measure satisfies (4.2). It now follows from [13, pp. 430-431]

that there exists a one-one point transformation (defined almost everywhere)

of the real line such that the two measures become mutually absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to each other. Hence in particular sets of measure zero

correspond to sets of measure zero. Therefore Theorem 1 is proved for the

most general direct integral (in the sense of [5]) to which the center Z be-

longs (in the sense of condition (1.5) of §1 above).

7. Some remarks and consequences. If @ is a compact topological group,

then it is very well known that every continuous irreducible representation

of ® occurs in the regular representation of ®. If © is not compact, then the

decomposition of L2(®) no longer takes place in a discrete manner, therefore

there does not seem to be an obvious way of even formulating the above state-

ment for arbitrary locally compact groups. Moreover such examples as the

Lorentz group indicate that for any reasonable formulation of the property

"to occur in the regular representation," not all irreducible representations

do occur.

A second difficulty is the fact that when factors of class II occur in the

central decomposition of L2(®), then the decomposition into irreducible repre-

sentations is by no means unique. Therefore, quite apart from the difficulty

of the decomposition being non-discrete, there does not seem to be much

sense in asking whether a given irreducible representation occurs, for one

would have to add, under what particular decomposition.

However the central decomposition is unique (cf. parts III and IV of [5]).

Therefore, for it, the second difficulty does not occur. Moreover in our case

where ® is the restricted direct product of finite groups there is a "natural"

measure on the space of characters X(G), namely, the product measure M

which we introduced in §2 above. In this particular case both of the above

difficulties can be overcome.

Let again Z° be the algebra of those class functions which vanish outside

finite subsets of @, and X a homomorphism of Z° to the complex numbers. Let

C be any (necessarily finite) class of conjugate elements of ® considered as

an element of Z°, and X(C) its image under the homorphism X. Denote for

any G(E:C

(7.1) X(C) = X(G).
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Definition. We shall call the functions A^(G) so obtained the characters of

®.

Lemma 7.1. Every character X(G) of a restricted direct product ® of finite

groups is of the form (2.4); that is, the characters of ® are exactly the elements

of the product space 9£ of §2.

Proof. Denote by x„(g„) the restriction of X(G) to the finite subgroup g„

of ®, then Xn(gn) is a character of g„. Now put

X'(G) - Il *(fe) forG= (gl, g2, •••).
n

Then c^>"^2,gc(G)X'(G) defines a homomorphism of Z° to the complex num-

bers which clearly coincides with X whenever the function c(G) vanishes

outside one subgroup g„; but such class functions obviously generate the

algebra Z°, hence the two homomorphisms coincide for all elements of Z°

and therefore X(G)=X'(G) for all GG®.

We shall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If © is the restricted direct product of countably many finite

groups, then almost every character occurs in the central decomposition of L2(®).

More precisely: Perform the central decomposition of Z2(®) with respect to a

suitable Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure ds(t). For s-almost every t we obtain a char-

acter Xt(G) of © of the form (2.4). As t varies over the real line minus a suitable

set of s-measure zero, Xt varies over r£ — 9E0, where ïo is a set of M-measure zero

in the product space H defined in §2.

Proof. This theorem is an easy consequence of the above results together

with a result of [13] which states that any measure-preserving (r-isomorphism

between the Boolean algebras of measurable sets of two complete separable

metric spaces @i, @2 is induced a.e. by a point-transformation, provided the

measures m, (j = l, 2) satisfy the following two conditions:

(i)  the measure of any open set is positive;

(ii) for every measurable set @y of the space ©> we have

*»,((£,■) = inf nij(Oj)

where Oy is an arbitrary open set in ©,- (j=l, 2).

Let us take for ©i the real line and for the measure mi the Lebesgue-

Stieltjes measure defined by the function s(t), where we assume for the

moment that equation (4.2) is satisfied. For <32 we take the product-space ï

introduced in §2. Since •£ is the Cartesian product of finite sets, it is easy to

introduce a metric in ï such that the above conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied

if we put m2 equal to the product measure M defined on ï in §2.

We have seen in §5 that the set mapping which one obtains from the map-

ping £* by restricting £* to the characteristic functions of measurable subsets
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of ï defines a measure-preserving er-isomorphism of the Boolean algebra 33(X)

onto the Boolean algebra 33(5). Hence we may conclude, using the above men-

tioned result of [13], that there exists a subset £° of ï of M-measure zero, a

subset Í2 of the real line of s-measure zero, and a one-one mapping £' of

X — Xo onto (— °°, + oo) — Í2 which induces the above Boolean algebra iso-

morphism. But this implies (as is easily seen) that after possible omission

of another subset of measure zero of X and one of ( — °°, + °° ) we have

r = r1.

This proves Theorem 2 when the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, which is used

to define the direct integral (1.3), satisfies equation (4.2).

However, according to Theorems III and IV of [5], any other Lebesgue-

Stieltjes measure, by means of which an equivalent direct integral can be de-

fined in the sense of [5], is after a suitable one-one point-transformation

mutually absolutely continuous with the above s-measure. Hence we obtain

again two suitable sets £20 and ï0 (say) of measure zero such that the mapping

t—>Xt is one-one from ( — °°, + oo ) — ß0 onto 3Ê — ï0.

Remark. We have proved a little more than Theorem 2 asserts: Almost

every character of ® occurs in fact with multiplicity one.

The above suggests the following problem: For what class of (locally

compact) groups can the assertion of Theorem 2 be formulated at all? And

for what subclass of groups is the assertion true or false? It would seem even

of interest to have an example of a group where the assertion can be formu-

lated in a natural manner and proved to be false. The group of real or complex

2X2 matrices of determinant one seems likely to be such an example. For

this group, the second of the two difficulties mentioned at the beginning of

this section does not occur because of Theorem 6.1 of [8J.
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